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[1] The mixing of tracer patches by nearshore breaking
waves was investigated by Feddersen [2007, hereinafter
referred to as F07]. Key results of F07 for periodic breaking
waves, derived from numerical experiments, include: (1) the
mean cross-shore tracer location changes little with mixing,
(2) the variance of the cross-shore tracer position increases
linearly with time, (3) the skewness of the cross-shore tracer
position tends to zero as mixing progresses. Here, these
results are derived analytically.
[2] F07 models tracer mixing using the diffusion equation
(his equation (4))
@t̂̂ ¼ @x̂ ̂@x̂̂
h i
; ð1Þ
where x̂ = (cross-shore distance)/L, L is the half-width of
the breaking front-face of a wave (a ‘‘bore’’), t̂ = time 
0L
2, 0 is the maximum diffusivity associated with
breaking, and ̂ = diffusivity/0. Bore-generated mixing is
modeled by narrow, shoreward propagating regions of high
eddy diffusivity. Each bore propagates past a fixed location
in a dimensionless time of order DT̂ = ĉ1 (corresponding
to dimensional time DT = L/c, where c is the dimensional
phase speed, and ĉ = cL/0). From (1), the variation in ̂






where Lx̂ is the dimensionless patch width (i.e., the ratio
between patch width and bore width). For large ĉL2x̂ , 
0
becomes small, and the instantaneous tracer concentration ̂








where T̂ is the dimensionless wave period.
[3] Averaging both sides of (1) yields
@t̂ ¼ @x̂ @x̂þ 0@x̂0
 
; ð4Þ
where ̂ has been divided into wave-averaged and
fluctuating components. From (2) and (4)





Given the scaling of F07, section 2.4, ĉ is O(1), so the error
in (5) is O(L2x̂ ). Consequently, the dispersion of tracer
patches whose width is much greater than the width of a
bore is governed by a diffusion equation, with an effective
diffusivity equal to the time-averaged diffusivity. For
spatially uniform mean diffusivity , solutions to (5) for
the cross-shore tracer distribution approach a Gaussian with
zero mean velocity, zero skewness, and tracer location
variance increasing linearly with time, consistent with the
results of F07. From (5) and the idealized bore diffusivity
























Figure 1. Contour plot of log10(a) predicted by (6) as a
function of ĉ and T̂ . Interval between contours is 0.1.
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Predictions of (6) are consistent with the numerical results
of F07 (compare Figure 1 of this comment with Figure 8 of
F07, note a = 2). In less idealized models (such as the
Boussinesq model of F07, section 4)  is not exactly given
by (3) but remains O(ĉ1T̂1). Given the scaling of F07,
section 2.4, the dimensional mean diffusivity is of order h2/
T, where h is the water depth and T is the wave period.
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